Sixty-Second Legislative Council
of the
Associated Students

Begun and held at the University of California at Santa Barbara, in the City of Santa Barbara on the twenty-eighth day of September, two thousand eleven, in the sixty-second year of our association.

A Resolution

To Establish and Celebrate Harrison Elliot Weber Day

Whereas: Today is September 28th, 2011, the 22nd birthday of our beloved President, Harrison Elliot Weber.
Whereas: Harrison has helped to establish and promote Restorative Justice on the UCSB campus.
Whereas: Harrison continues to be an advocate for all students
Whereas: Harrison exhibits what it means to be “chaulz.”
Whereas: Harrison is the embodiment of the phrase “East Coast Swag.”
Whereas: Harrison is at the height of his Associated Students career.
Whereas: Harrison’s office has the aesthetic feel of the aromatherapy section of Bath and Body Works.
Whereas: Harrison’s dedication to ensuring the existence of a hot tub at every one of his Isla Vista residences is truly admirable.
Whereas: Harrison believes that we are all “exceptionally sexy.”

Therefore, let it be enacted by the Associated Students in the Legislative Council assembled:

That September 28th will be Harrison Elliot Weber Day and all must be filled with joy.
Every member of Legislative Council must wish Harrison a happy birthday.
And furthermore, Harrison Weber must stand before Legislative Council and dance with the Legislative Council.

Harrison Weber
President of Associated Students

CC:
Marisela Marquez
mariselam@as.ucsb.edu

Denise Rinaldi
denisr@as.ucsb.edu